Endogenous loading of HLA-A2 molecules with an analog of the influenza virus matrix protein-derived peptide and its inhibition by an exogenous peptide antagonist.
Episomal plasmids (p8901) with minigenes coding for the influenza virus matrix peptide amino acids 57-68 (KGILGFVFTLTV; referred to as M57-68) or coding for a modified peptide were introduced into HLA-A2-positive target cells. The association of these peptides, synthesized in the cytoplasm, with HLA-A2 and the expression of this complex at the cell surface was evaluated with HLA-A2-restricted CTL specific for the influenza virus matrix peptide M57-68. Cells expressing M57-68 were lysed effectively, as were cells expressing a peptide that retained residues 60-64 with seven flanking alanine residues (AAALGFVFAAAA). An exogenously added synthetic analog of peptide M57-68 that inhibited sensitization of targets with synthetic peptide M57-68 also inhibited lysis of cells expressing the minigene coding for the peptide with seven alanine substitutions. These results demonstrate the utility of minigene DNA constructs in creating experimental systems to develop agents to diminish the severity of CTL-mediated tissue damage in autoimmune diseases and graft rejection.